Uniformation.. A Resource for players of

Flintloque and Slaughterloo

Drunken Toads of
the Mountains

Welcome to Alternative Armies uniformation for 56593 Montagna Bucati a set
of miniatures for use in Flintloque and Slaughterloo. If you are interested in
these for your collection go to our website at www.alternative-armies.com and
use the search box with the code given. In this article you will find background
which you can work into your games along with game statistics for Flintloque
and also for Slaughterloo. As well as this there are uniform details and pictures
along with details of where they fits into the World of Valon and the Mordredian
Wars. Lastly we make a suggestion of where to go from here.

A CHASM

AND

WINE PARTY

Not many gentleorcs of learning know about the aborting landing of troops
under the command of General Merksorc on the coast of Nepolise. It is not a
surprise through since not only it a top secret in the halls of Orseguards in
Londinium but also because it was a total disaster. Merksorc had been ordered
to advance into the mountains east of Glencroaka to a remote monastery to
recover chests of gold. This gold had belonged to the Emperor’s vanquished
brother and it would be most welcome in fighting against the Tyrant. What had
not been taken into account was the deep chasms and narrow trails of the
mountain ranges and the presence of the veteran Montagna Bucati.
Using their rifles acquired from the magazines of the defunct 33eme Regimente
who used to be armed with the weapon which spun their ball to give deadly
accuracy the Todoroni sniped and then fled in front of the greater Orcish
numbers. This was bad enough but when it came to the rickety wooden bridges
which had to be crossed it became truly dangerous. The Todoroni using a
combination of ropes and drunken bravado swung from the cliffs and flung
grenades onto the bridges. While several Toads fell to a messy death it unnerved
the Orcs so badly that the advance was abandoned.
MONTAGNA BUCATI LIGHT INFANTRY
Bravado in the extreme and with hangovers that can last for days the infamous
braggarts of the Montagna Bucati are drunkards for sure but they are also
excellent mountain troops. They are purpose trained Light Troops. There are
two regiments each of two battalions with each battalion holding six hundred
Todoroni divided into five companies all designated Light Troop. Each of the
companies has two platoons and a headquarters element. A Section has around
twelve to fourteen Todoroni including an Officer, a Sergeant, a Bugle player,
the rest being Privates. The Bucati are armed with a Standard Rifle, Officers
have a Sword, Sergeants have a rifle. The Infantry uniform consists of an
emerald green tunic, white breeches, white gaiters, black hats, white cords and
gold metal fittings and black shoes. Facing colours (cuffs, collars, etc.) are pink.
Equipment is black and brown, with equipment straps being of white leather
Rules for Flintloque: When playing Flintloque treat this section as Little
Todoroni, Light Troops and Elite with a higher number than normal of Average
and Experienced characters and fewer Raw ones. They are armed with Standard
Rifles. Refer to your Flintloque game book to create your section. There is are
two additional special rules for the Montagna Bucati in Flintloque which you
must use with all characters.
Up the Rope: This character may treat all movement which involved climbing
such as up a wall or a slope as Clear Terrain when ascending. When coming
down the normal movement rate applies. Cost: 4 Points.
Oh my Head!: This character is suffering from the effects of the excessive
consumption of wine and
it shows. It was a great
night before but now the
day is stinging. The
whole section is the same.
At the start of each turn
roll 1D10 and on a result

of 1 the section may NOT use any Command Points that turn due to aching
heads. Cost: -5 Points.
Rules for Slaughterloo:
Excellent quality mountain trained light infantry who have a real problem with
bravado and wine meaning they like wine then they get going on the bravado.
Typically found in Catalucia and in Nepolise they have managed to avoid the
Witchlands thus far.
STATUS & ARMAMENT: Light Infantry and are armed with Rifles.
SPECIAL RULE: As per the Slaughterloo rules this unit is Light Infantry and
moves as such however when it comes to Impassible Terrain a few forms of it
are passable to this unit. Impassible Terrain which is a cliff or a crevasse which
can be ascended or descended with the unit remaining in play (a cliff top or flat
ground at the bottom) they may treat it as Difficult Terrain.
Where To Go From Here: You will get best use from these titles. Use 5030
Slaughterloo 2nd Edition and also 5025 War in Catalucia Flintloque 3rd Edition
game book under Todoroni. Miniatures which go well with these in scenarios
are codes such as 56525 Todoroni Line Infantry and 56541 Fruscati Grenaderia
who will give you regular infantry to go with your light troops. Enemies can be
any of the Ferach Empire but a good match for the Montagna Bucati are the
5104 105th Rifles who are part of the Army of Albion as both make use of rifles.
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